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Does this sound familiar?
You’ve got four agencies working your role, each
giving what feels like 20% of their effort and attention.
You get bombarded with CVs all of which look OK
but not amazing. The agent advises you to meet one
of the candidates so you do.
The candidate rocks up to the interview and within
the first five minutes you’re already looking at your
watch and you’ve got to stretch things out for
another 55 minutes just to be polite.
Repeat until you find someone you like.
So you’ve finally found someone but you’ve also wasted many hours of your
life meeting people who just didn’t fit and who you probably could have
screened out in about 5 minutes.
It wasn’t that the candidates were bad, they had the skills you asked for, they
seemed nice enough but they just werent a cultural fit, you didn’t like the way
they presented themselves. The agency did their job and found you what you
asked for. If only you’d had a way of screening them before the interview.
You also have the nagging feeling that you may have missed candidates based
on the fact that they had a poorly presented CV – afer all you weren’t looking
to hire a CV writer.

But this is how recruitment
needs to be done right?
This level of inefficiency is standard and wasting hours of your time and that
of your managers is normal isnt it?
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Enter the Candidate Dashboard
What if you could work with just one agency who you knew were giving
100% (alright, lets say 80%)?
What if that agency had the time and the resources to reach and screen more
candidates than the previous four agencies combined could find?
What if the agency skill tested every candidate and rated them against three
predefined criteria?
What if on top of this the agency produced a high quality, 2 minute video of the
candidate in which the candidate discussed why they were relevant for the role.
What if, on top of all of this, the agency presented this shortlist of candidates,
side by side with an ‘at a glance’ visual representation of the candidate.
What if it looked something like this...

easy peasy
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Whats in it for you?

Well for starters it makes your life simpler, you only need to deal with
one agency, only need to communicate the role once, only need to go
through the fine tuning process once.
You’ll have more information at hand before you decide to interview a candidate.
Within a few minutes of getting the dashboard, for each candidate you’ll know:
• That they have the skills to do the role (skill test)
• That their preferences are alighned with the role (consultant’s notes)
• That they are a cultural fit (video)
• That they have the required background (CV)
• How they compare with other candidates on the shortlist

yep, good

It saves you time

Think of the hours (and embarassing hours at that) you’ll save not meeting with
people who just don’t fit. You can screen people out easily and quickly using the
information on THE CANDIDATE DASHBOARD.

It saves you money.

yes please

TIME = MONEY. LESS TIME = LESS MONEY.
A bad hire can cost you hundreds of thousands of dollars. Thorough
background screening minimises the chances of a bad hire
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It finds you better candidates

Candidates get to present a more 3D portrayal of their fit with the role which
means you arent choosing to interview based on a CV alone. You will also
interview candiates who previously you may have overlooked.

How does it work?
1.
2.
3.
4.

Feeling lucky?

Your consultant takes a full job order from you
Skill tests, selection criteria and 2 or 3 video interview questions are agreed
Your consultant sources candidates from a variety of channels
A shortlist of candidates is uploaded onto a secure webpage along with
the candidate’s:
a. test results,
b. rating against the predetermined criteria
c. a high quality 2 minute video of the candidate
5. A link to the webpage is sent to you via email
6. You pick which candidates you’d like to interviewand you can then access
the page and compare the candidates

What we need from you
All we need from you is the following:

• Commitment to work with us on an exclusive basis for a minimum of
1 month (the process can be as quick as 1 week but 1 month allows
for any delays)
• At least half an hour of your time to take a full job order
(a pre-written job spec isn’t sufficient)
• 3 core criteria for us to rate each candidate against
• A decision on which skill test to use (optional)
• A commitment to get back to us on a candidate shortlist
within 24 hours of presentation

That’s it.

Why do we need these things

If we arent working on the role exclusively then we are competing with other
agencies. Our candidates are then at a disadvantage. We also don’t have the
time to prepare a proper shortlist if we are up against other agencies who have
the advantage of speed due to the additional screening layers we are
producing.
All of our consultants are specialists (yes we know everyone says that but
check out your consultant’s profile on our website if you don’t believe us). This
means that if there is a good candidate out there we’ll know them already or
we’ll find them. You don’t need another agency as well.
We need a proper job order because we ask you questions abot the role that
we need to sell it to the market. This is more than just what the job entails but
details of why someone who is exceptional and happy in their current role
would leave and come and work for you.
We need to agree a skill test. Ideally we will also agree a benchmark or
minimum test result. The best way for us to do this is to run the test on one of
your existing team.
We need commitment on response time because we have asked the candiate
to do something unusual and something that they arent 100% comfortable
with – few people like being filmed in an interview situation. We sell this to them
by promising them that they will get a response quickly.

What do our customers say?
good news

In our business time is a precious commodity, it really is money. By using the
Recruitment Company’s video services I am able to quickly run through the
responses to a set of questions I have provided without the pressure of a
face-to-face interview. This is the fastest way I have seen to further filter the
candidates that have come through the initial screening process, adding
another dimension to the resume and allowing us to gauge body language and
presentation.
Not only do the video services save me time, they have significantly
improved our hit rate.
Chris Wessels
CTO, e5 Workflow
GuildLink is a growing company where positions are filled as their full scope
emerges from business' needs. Hiring and keeping the right talent is a
challenge, a business pain point shared by many organisations irrespective of
their stage of growth, but one that is more noticeable in an SME.
We trialled different recruitment agencies each with their own approach to
qualifying potential candidates with limited success. This all changed with TRC
and their Candidate Dashboard facility. The process is quite simple. We met
with TRC to discuss the roles and agreed on a set (3-4) of qualifying questions.
The potential candidates were briefed by TRC and answered the qualifying
questions on video. We were then provided access to their video recording
and their CV.
This is where the magic happens. Within first 30 seconds of watching the video
I could decide whether the candidate was suitable for an interview and if so I
would read their resume to confirm my initial reaction and then interview them.

in a
nut shell

The beauty of this approach is the simplicity. You have three touch points
with the potential candidate (video, CV, interview) which you can compare
and if they match your expectations and your needs you have a winner.
Roma Cecere
General Manager
Strategic Business Performance, Guildlink

90%

of our customers
say that we are

SIGNIFICANTLY

BETTER
than our competitors

What does it cost?
you better
believe it

Nada. nothing. zilch. (!?!)
The service doesn’t cost you any extra, there arent any catches, there
arent any hidden fees. All we need is commitment that we have the role
exclusively and a standard recruitent fee upon successful placement.
That’s it.

What now?

It’s a no risk, no cost solution that provides less work for you, less
stress for you, less embarassing wasted interviews for you. It gets you
better candidates faster for less. Not sure what else to say really!
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Speak to your consultant or
email The Recruitment Company
to get started.

